


SECTION 2

Teacher Training



Why is nutrition so important for young children?  

Growth 

Development  

Lifelong eating habits



Only 29% of children consume vegetables daily

French fries make-up 25% of the vegetables 

children eat.

40% of kids’ daily calories are from “empty 

calories”

Why encourage good nutrition?



Has anyone seen this image before?



Make Half Your Grains Whole Grains



Vary your protein routine



Move to low-fat or fat-free milk or yogurt



Make half your plate Fruits and Vegetables 



Yellow & Orange: 

Keep your EYES healthy 

and SKIN glowing.

Purple & Blue: Give you 

BRAIN POWER to help you 

learn and remember.

Red: Keeps your HEART

strong.Green: Helps food 

move through your 

body for a healthy 

STOMACH.

Brown, Tan & White: Keep your 

MUSCLES strong and your 

BODY safe from germs.



Get to know

Grow it, Try it, Like it Curriculum



Booklet 1



Tool Shed Resources



Booklets 2-7



Crookneck Squash



Strawberry Patch Activity



RIELDS



HELP or HINDER?
• Phrases that HELP:

▪ Encourage children to try new 
foods by pointing out their sensory 
appeal

▪ Teach children to recognize when 
he or she is full.

▪ Help the child feel like he or she is 
making the choice.

• Phrases that HINDER:

▪ Teach the child to eat for your 
approval or love.

▪ Use words that can teach the child 
to ignore fullness.

▪ Use food as a reward, which makes 
some foods seem better than others.

▪ Teach the child to eat to feel better 
instead of to eat when hungry.



You didn’t eat enough of your 
lunch.

Help Hinderor ?



Do you want to try a little bit? If you don’t like it, 
you don’t have to finish it.

Help Hinderor ?



Jenny, look at your friend.         
She ate all her squash.

Help Hinderor ?



We can try these peppers again 
another day. Next time do you want 

to try them raw?

Help Hinderor ?



That’s great that you’re trying a new 
food today. Let me know how you 

like it.

Help Hinderor ?



I won’t give you any carrots 
because I know you don’t like 

them.

Help Hinderor ?



These radishes are 
very crunchy!

Help Hinderor ?



I don’t like cantaloupe either but 
you should eat it because it’s 

good for you.

Help Hinderor ?



Maybe you’ll decide to 
try the spinach next 

time.

Help Hinderor ?



Getting Started with

Growing in the Classroom



Classroom Planting 



Curriculum Connections

● PHYSICAL HEALTH

○ Watering, planting for gross and fine motor

○ Active work 

○ Unstructured and structured play and 

exploration

● SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL

○ Building confidence

○ Cooperative work

○ Nurtures responsibility 



Curriculum Connections 

COGNITIVE LEARNING

● SCIENCE 
○ Exploring cause and effect

○ Plant parts and what they need to grow

○ Promotes environmental stewardship

● SOCIAL STUDIES
○ Food traditions and cultures



Curriculum Connections 

● LANGUAGE/LITERACY
○ Vocab words about gardens, plants pollinators

○ Reading recipes

○ Reading stories

● FAMILY ENGAGEMENT
○ Garden activities & events



Making Newspaper Pots 

Seedlings aren’t too picky about their containers! You can use cups, eggs cartons, or rinsed out 

yogurt containers to start plants in. One of our favorite methods? Newspaper pots! Check out the 

directions below or watch our demo on the next slide. 

What you need? 

- Newspaper, cut into strips 

about 6” wide

- A glass or other cylindrical 

container (bottle, rolling pin, 

etc.)

What to do?

1. Lay the glass sideways over the strip of newspaper. Align 

the glass with the edge of the paper and then push it inwards 

so the paper extends. You want the paper extension to 

reach past the center of the glass when folded up.  

2. Start rolling the paper around the glass tightly.

3. Once the paper is completely rolled around the glass, tuck or 

pleat the extra paper hanging past the edge towards the 

center of the glass.

4. Press the glass down on the table to hold the shape of the 

bottom of the pot. 



Making Newspaper Pots

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuyajwPcdtM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuyajwPcdtM


Planting 101

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKYboiPMqe0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKYboiPMqe0


Planting 101

● Planted seeds don’t need sunlight until you start 

to see green! After the plant sprouts, bring it to a 

sunny spot in the classroom. 

● Touch the soil every few days. If it feels dry to the 

touch, water the plant. If it feels damp or wet, 

hold off on the water for another day or two. We 

want the soil to feel damp but not overly 

saturated or mud-like in consistency. 

● Have impatient gardeners? Try growing radishes, 

basil, sunflowers, pea greens, or lettuce! They 

generally sprout in 7 days, although may take a 

touch longer in winter. And you can sample the 

leaves and stems of these plants



RI Grown Trivia!



How many farms are there in RI?

a. 15

b. 150

c. 300

d. 1200



What is the number one 

agricultural product in RI?

(Hint: this is not something we eat)

Turf or Grass!



Which of the following can grow in 

Rhode Island?

1. Corn

2. Peaches

3. Watermelon

4. Okra

5. Tomatoes

6. Only Corn & Tomatoes

7. All of the above



Which of these can I grow in my 

classroom?

1. Radishes

2. Lettuce

3. Peas

4. Beans

5. Herbs

6. All of the above



See “Connecting the Curriculum to the 

Garden, Classroom and Cafeteria”  session 

for more ways to incorporate GiTiLi into all 

parts of your center!



How to order/ access materials

To download or order the curriculum, go to 

www.teamnutrition.usda.gov and click on 

“Order Team Nutrition resources”

For staff training resources (facilitator guide, training slides, PD 

approval template & RIELDS alignment guide), go to 

www.ride.ri.gov/cnp/NutritionPrograms/USDATeamNutrition.asp

x

http://www.teamnutrition.usda.gov
https://www.ride.ri.gov/cnp/NutritionPrograms/USDATeamNutrition.aspx


Thank you!

This material was funded by USDA's Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program – SNAP. This institution is an equal opportunity provider.


